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NAME:

BLOCK:
- CENTRAL HISTORICAL QUESTION -

FASCISM & THE RISE OF NAZISM:
HOW DID HITLER’S FASCIST PARTY ESTABLISH INITIAL CONTROL OF GERMANY?
Pictured below: Newly appointed Chancellor, Adolf Hitler greets German President Paul von Hindenburg at the opening of the new Reichstag in Potsdam, Germany, March 21, 1933.

LESSON OBJECTIVE
1.) DEFINE & USE the word “Fascism”
2.) ANALYZE & EXPLAIN the rise of Hitler’s fascist political party
PART I: DO NOW & DEBRIEF
DIRECTIONS: Respond to the prompt on the screen. As the mini-discussion continues, mark down any notes
that may add to your growing understanding
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THE ORIGIN OF FASCISM:
MUSSOLINI & ITALY
The speed at which Italian fascism triumphed
in Italy was astounding. The fascist movement began
in 1919 without a cohesive organization or ideology.
In 1921 it became a formal political party. By
October of 1922, Benito Mussolini, the Fascist
leader, had become premier of Italy and within a few
years he had created a totalitarian state. A multitude
of problems that affected Italy in the immediate
postwar period contributed greatly to this remarkable
success story.
In the aftermath of World War I, Italy had
gained little save for 500,000 dead and a growing
sense of dissatisfaction with the democratic government. After returning home, Mussolini
organized groups of disgruntled veterans and Italian nationalists who were disillusioned
with the government for failing to gain anything from post-war negotiations. These people
formed the core of the Fascist Party. Mussolini took his party’s name from the fasces, a
symbol of authority during the Roman Empire, consisting of a bundle of rods surrounding
an ax. These groups were eventually organized into the Black Shirts, a paramilitary force
that was used to intimidate opponents.
Technically, Mussolini came to power constitutionally, but the threat of force paved
the way for his appointment. Once in power, he slowly and cautiously turned Italy into a
totalitarian state. He agreed to preside over a coalition government of various political
parties in exchange for full government powers for a year. During this year he appointed
Fascists to key local and national administrative positions and turned the Black Shirts into
a national militia. He used this national militia to intimidate voters in the 1924 elections
and all the candidates backed by Mussolini won 65 percent of the vote.
Now armed with a massive two-thirds majority, the Fascists applied pressure to other
political parties and the press. After murdering an outspoken critic of Fascism, many
members of the parliament walked out in protest. They hoped their action might force the
king to dismiss Mussolini, but he took no action. This protest actually benefited Mussolini
because now he faced no opposition in government.
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In 1925 and 1926, he forced nonFascists out of government, dissolved all other
parties, and imposed tight censorship on the
press. He banned trade unions and secured his
total control over local governments. To
enforce his one party dictatorship, he created a
secret police to remove any enemies of the
state. To ensure his power, he rigged elections
and used intimidation and violence to inspire
fear. He also took to calling himself “il Duce,”
or the Leader. The Italian people were
constantly bombarded with slogans glorifying Mussolini. On the surface, little had changed
about the Italian government; the parliament was still functional and the King Emmanuel
was technically superior to Mussolini, but in reality they followed Mussolini’s orders.
The Fascist Party philosophy remained unchanged throughout its tenure. They
denounced democracy as inefficient and pacifism as a cowardly doctrine. They emphasized
discipline, sacrifice, nationalism, militarism, and a return to the former glory of the Roman
Empire.
By the 1930’s, Mussolini’s government gained general acceptance. The emphasis on
order and discipline was a welcome relief from the previous government’s instability.
Despite being a new dictatorship, much of the old order was preserved. The monarchy,
Catholic Church, and large landowners enjoyed certain measures of independence.
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PART II: COMMUNISM & FASCISM
DIRECTIONS: Based on your prior knowledge of communism & the reading from the DONOW & previous nights homework, complete the Venn diagram to the best of your ability.

FASCISM:

“Hanging out with Fascists is….
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DEMOCRACY IN GERMANY | 1919 – 1933:
THE WEIMAR REPUBLIC & THE NAZI PARTY
1918 - Fighting of World War I ends
JANUARY 1919 – Germany holds
democratic election and creates the
democratic government known as The
Weimar Republic, named after the
city where this new government wrote
its constitution. Germany has its first
democratic government in its history.
MAY 1919 – The Weimar Republic
accepts and agrees to the terms of the
Treaty of Versailles, wherein Germany
must take total responsibility for
WWI, pay enormous war reparations,
A meeting in 1926 of the Weimar Republic’s system of
give up overseas territories and vastly
representative democracy, also known as ‘The Reichsta g’
reduce its military. Germans blame
Weimar Republic and associate it with the humiliation of Treaty of Versailles.
1920 – Bitter & frustrated Austrian-born WWI veteran, Adolf Hitler joins the recently formed
National Socialist German Workers’ Party, or Nazi Party along with other middle & lower class
citizens frustrated with the Weimar Republic’s decision to sign the Treaty of Versailles and the
threat of a communist takeover. Taking note of Italy’s new Fascist Party, the Nazi Party develops
similar fascist policies commonly referred to as Nazism.
1923 – Inspired by Italy’s fascist party’s takeover of government power, Hitler and fellow Nazis
attempt to takeover the Weimar Republic and fail. Nazi Party members are placed in jail. While
in jail for his seven month sentence, Hitler writes Mein Kampf, outlining his philosophy of antiSemitism and the method of establishing Nazi control of Germany.
1920’s – Germany experiences extreme economic ups & downs. To pay off war reparations &
debt, Germany resorts to printing money, causing extreme inflation, furthering the scenario of
people losing their life savings. The success and legitimacy of democracy comes into question
amongst most Germans.
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1929 – The Great Depression
hammers Germany down
economically, ruining the
minimal economic progress
made in the ten years after the
Treaty of Versailles. Desperation
and poverty return to Germany
on a massive scale.
1930 – Political parties in
Germany, such as the Social
Democrats and Communists,
were bitterly divided and unable
to formulate an effective
solution on how to solve the
despair of Germany, giving the
A meeting in 1936 of the Hitler’s system of representative
Nazi Party their opportunity to create
democracy, also known as ‘The Reichsta g’
a following for Hitler's message of
blaming the crisis on the Jewish
financiers and the Communists. The sole firm view of the crisis resonates with Germany as
evidenced in the the Weimar Republic’s election for the Reichstag (ie Germany’s parliament or
form of representative democracy for its states). Germany becomes the second largest political party in
the Reichstag.
MARCH 1932 – Hitler runs for President of Germany, but loses to prior-president, Paul von
Hindenburg.
JULY 1932 – The Nazi Party becomes the largest political party in the Reichstag, giving it
considerable control of German policy in the Weimar Republic.
JANUARY 1933 – President Hindenburg appoints Hitler to the more powerful position of
Chancellor
FEBRUARY 1933 – The building of the Reichstag is set on fire. Hitler corrals people to blame
Communist Party
MARCH 1933 – Claimed as a method of protecting Germany from further federal assault from a
potential Communist takeover, Hitler passes the Enabling Act, giving him four years of total
control, turning Germany into a totalitarian state.
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PART III: THE RISE OF NAZISM: WHAT WAS THE NAZI METHOD OF ESTABLISHING POWER?
DIRECTIONS: Read each “Nazi Method of Control-Building” and quickly respond to the guiding questions.
Discuss with your partner how one could characterize or summarize each method in no more than three words.
Once you have summarized each method, record your response on the provided post-it and place it in the
corresponding column on the board.
METHOD ONE: KRISTALLNACHT + TRANSCRIPT OF FILM & SPEECH FROM JOSEPH GOEBBELS

1.) (VIDEO 1) Who or what is the subject of Nazi party? What is the extent of the destruction?

2.) (VIDEO 1) How might this be a “Nazi Method of Control Building?”

(TRANSCRIPT OF VIDEO TWO)
“In Berlin as in other university cities of Germany, "un-German" and immoral books were gathered and burned by
students. The bonfire at Opernplatz in Berlin. Reich Minister Dr. Goebbels addresses the youth:
‘My fellow students, German men and women, the era of exaggerated Jewish intellectualism is now at an
end. The triumph of the German revolution has cleared a path for the German way; and the future German man
will not just be a man of books, but also a man of character and it is to this end we want to educate you.
To have at an early age the courage to peer directly into the pitiless eyes of life. To repudiate the fear of
death in order to gain again the respect for death. That is the mission of the young and therefore you do well at
this late hour to entrust to the flames the intellectual garbage of the past. It is a strong, great and symbolic
undertaking, an undertaking, which shall prove to all the world that the intellectual basis of the November
Republic is here overturned; but that from its ruins will arise victorious the lord of a new spirit.’”

3. How did the Nazis describe the books that they were burning?

4.) What do you see and hear in the footage that might be intimidating to onlookeers? Who would be most
intimidated?

5.) HOW CAN YOU SUMMARIZE THIS NAZI-METHOD OF CONTROL BUILDING IN 1-3 WORDS?
PLACE RESPONSE ON POST-IT AND IN CORRESPONDING COLUMN
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METHOD TWO: QUOTE FROM HITLER + POSTERS

“National Socialism: The Organized
Will of the Nation”

“Versailles, unemployment, war guilt,
Marxism, Bolshevism, lies and betrayal,
inflation, etc.”

“Free Saxony a German state from Marxist
trash! Vote for the National Socialists!”

“ENOUGH! VOTE HITLER”
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STATEMENT FROM HITLER ON THE MASSES: (MODIFIED)

“The receptivity of the great masses is very limited,
their intelligence is small, but their power of
forgetting is enormous. In consequence, all effective
Nazi advertisement must be limited to a very few
points and must 'harp on these in slogans until the
last member of the public understands what you
want him to understand by your slogan.”
SOURCE: Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, 1925
1. Who or what had the Nazis clearly identified as their enemies?

2. What is the value of positioning a group of people as an enemy?

3. Based on the quote, who does Hitler believe should be subject to ‘Nazi-Advertisement?

4.) SUMMARIZE THIS NAZI-METHOD OF CONTROL BUILDING IN 1-3 WORDS:
PLACE RESPONSE ON POST-IT AND IN CORRESPONDING COLUMN
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METHOD THREE: THE ENABLING ACT
The Law to Remedy the Distress of the People and the Reich, also known as the Enabling
Act, became the cornerstone of Hitler's dictatorship by allowing him to enact laws, including ones
that violated the Weimar constitution, without approval of either parliament or Reich President
von Hindenburg.
Since the passage of this law depended upon a two-thirds majority vote in parliament,
Hitler and the Nazi party ensured the outcome by intimidation and persecution. They prevented
all 81 Communists and 26 of the 120 Social Democrats from taking their seats, detaining them
in so-called protective detention in Nazi-controlled camps. In addition, they stationed SA and SS
members in the chamber to intimidate the remaining representatives and guarantee their
compliance. In the end, the law passed with more than the required two-thirds majority, with
only Social Democrats voting against it.
The Supreme Court did nothing to challenge the legitimacy of this measure. Instead, it
accepted the majority vote, overlooking the absence of the Communist delegates and the Social
Democrats who were under arrest. In the end, German judges -- who were among the few who
might have challenged Nazi objectives -- viewed Hitler's government as legitimate and continued
to regard themselves as state servants who owed him their allegiance and support.
All the legislation of the Nazi state was based on the Enabling Act. It centralized all control
under Hitler. This concentration of power in the hands of the ruling party—and hence in the
person of Adolf Hitler—sealed the transition to dictatorship.

1. What power did the Enabling Act grant Hitler and the Nazis?

2. Did the Enabling Act pass by truly legal means?

3.) SUMMARIZE THIS NAZI-METHOD OF CONTROL BUILDING IN 1-3 WORDS:
PLACE RESPONSE ON POST-IT AND IN CORRESPONDING COLUMN
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METHOD FOUR: THE ISSUE OF UNEMPLOYMENT
Hitler had come to power partly on the strength of his promises to end the unemployment problem in
Germany. From 1933 to 1936, he instituted measures
that were effective at providing jobs. The huge road
construction and public works programs he began in
1934 absorbed a large portion of the pool of
unemployed. With rearmament, the military was
greatly enlarged, and munitions factories and their
suppliers received government orders. Raw materials
were rapidly stockpiled. Synthetic substitutes for the
vital raw materials that Germany lacked (petroleum,
rubber, tin, and many other exotic materials) were
invented in government-supported laboratories and
produced in new factories.
Already by 1936, Hitler was getting Germany
ready for war. Labor was divided up according to
government priorities. Government ministries decided
what would be imported and exported. In the western
border region, near France, a huge “Western Wall”
was being erected. This system of fortifications would
mirror the fortified French line across the border. The autobahns (expressways) were built to crisscross the
country, creating a system that could move men and material quickly in case of war.
By 1937, the number of unemployed was down to 400,000 (from a high of 6 million), and a labor
shortage was actually developing. Unmarried women and youths were put into more-or-less obligatory
organizations in order to relieve the labor shortage. In every German village and town, Nazi Youth Organizations
gave boys and girls ages seven to twenty-one a place to get together with their peers for both work and fun while
also learning the Nazi viewpoints. The nation was prosperous, the Great Depression became a dim memory, and
many millions of Germans were proud of their government and their Führer.

1.) What can this imply about the Nazi-control of Germany?

2.) SUMMARIZE THIS NAZI-METHOD OF CONTROL BUILDING IN 1-3 WORDS
PLACE RESPONSE ON POST-IT AND IN CORRESPONDING COLUMN
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METHOD FIVE: JOINING THE NAZI MOVEMENT

(MODIFIED)

“It was an utterly undramatic decision. Then and ever
afterward I scarcely felt myself to be a member of a political
party. I was not choosing the Nazi Party….I was becoming a
follower of Hitler, whose magnetic force had reached out to
me the first time I saw him and had not, thereafter released
me. His persuasiveness, the peculiar magic of his unpleasant
voice, the oddity of his rather banal manner, the seductive
simplicity with which he attacked the complexity of our
problems – all that bewildered and fascinated me. I knew
virtually nothing about his Nazi program. He had taken hold
of me before I had grasped what was happening.”
SOURCE: Albert Speer, 1969. Speer was Hitler’s chief architect. Here he is
recounting his experience of witnessing a speech from Hitler and deciding to join the
Nazi Party in 1931.
1.) What does this excerpt imply about Hitler’s relation to the public?

2.) SUMMARIZE THIS NAZI-METHOD OF CONTROL BUILDING IN 1-3 WORDS
PLACE RESPONSE ON POST-IT AND IN CORRESPONDING COLUMN
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PART III: HOMEWORK
DIRECTIONS: On our website you will find a link to the video, “The Third Reich: The Rise.”
You should only watch up to minute 39:07. The questions begin around the 15 minute mark. As
you watch, answer the following questions. I suggest that you read through the questions before
you begin watching, so that you know what you’re looking for. You will need to pause the video
along the way in order to answer thoroughly.
1. In his speech from February 10, 1933, what does Hitler say is the “task of politics”?

2. How did the Reichstag fire change the political situation in Germany (especially for the middle
class)?

3. Who did Hitler blame for the Reichstag fire? What did the Nazi press say about it?

4. What legal changes did Hitler push through within 24 hours of the Reichstag fire?

5. At minute 28:48, there is an excerpt from Victor Klemperer, writing in his diary. What does he
describe?
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6. When Sebastian Hafner says that it “is better to celebrate, to howl with the wolves,” what does
he mean? Is he being serious or ironic?

7. What did Wlater Lenger document with his camera in late March 1933?

8. What is the difference between the footage shot at the Oranienburger Camp in 1933 vs. the
reality of what was actually going on?

9. In Victor Klemperer’s story (beginning at minute 37:55 and originally told to him by a friend)
about a man’s beating and murder, Klemperer never says explicitly why the man was murdered.
Based on what you have seen and heard in the video, why do you think he was killed?

10. After you have finished watching, take a few sentences to summarize, based on what you just
watched, the ways in which Hitler and the Nazis worked to establish their control over Germany
in the first months after they assumed power.
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